Adjectives Ending in -ic or -ical

Fill in the blanks.

1. It is a ........................ movie.
   classic
   classical

2. It is an ........................ car. It does not consume much fuel.
   economic
   economical

3. .......................... growth helps reduce poverty in a country.
   Economic
   Economical
4. Don't touch that wire. You will get an ................. shock.

- Electric
- Electrical

5. It was a ....................... occasion for the country.

- Historic
- Historical

6. This city is famous for its ......................... monuments.

- Historic
- Historical
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7. She is a ......................... dancer.
   classic
   classical

8. It was a ......................... moment.
   magic
   magical

9. That scandal destroyed his ........................... career.
   politic
   political

10. It is not ........................... to express your
personal views on a highly controversial issue like this.

11. There were several ......................... scenes in the play.

12. She had a ......................... expression on her face.
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Answers
1. It is a classic movie.
2. It is an economical car. It does not consume much fuel.
3. Economic growth helps reduce poverty in a country.
4. Don’t touch that wire. You will get an electric shock.
5. It was a historic occasion for the country.
6. This city is famous for its historical monuments.
7. She is a classical dancer.
8. It was a magical moment.
9. That scandal destroyed his political career.
10. It is not politic to express your personal views on a highly controversial issue like this.
11. There were several comic scenes in the play.
12. She had a comical expression on her face.